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1. Who can issue Medical Certificates?

(a) medical practitioner;
(b) a clinic nurse practitioner;
(c) a traditional healer;
(d) a community health worker;
(e) a psychologist;
(f) any other person who is certified to diagnose and treat patients 
and who is registered with a professional council established by an 
Act of Parliament; or
(g) any other health professional authorized to diagnose medical
conditions.
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2. May you request a MC from day one, if agreed 

with your employees?

No. Also not for the day before or after a public 

holiday or weekend.
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3. May you request or allow employees to work 

extra hours without overtime to make up for time 

lost?

No (you may use the Compressed Working week if 

agreed to in writing and applied pro-actively and not 

“after the event”)
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4. Overtime during shorter and longer hours? 

50/45/40?

Overtime must be paid for any hour worked over the 

hours 10/9/8, although the agreed pay stays the 

same, irrespective of the longer or shorter than 

normal hours.
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5. Leave during maternity leave?

Normal leave accrues during maternity leave.

(Some of my colleagues do not agree with this)
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6. Sport injuries or injuries sustained during fighting? 

Gets treated as normal sick leave.
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7. Transport to and from work: working time or not? COIDA?

Does not count as working hours, but if injured 

on farm transport going to or from work, the 

employee is covered under COIDA.
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8. Unilateral changing of contract of employment?

No, only after consultation and mutual 

agreement, but Employers may unilaterally 

introduce this, but Employees may then go to 

the CCMA.
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9. 1st 3 days of injury or diseases; Leave?

You may use sick leave for these 3 days. If no 

sick leave is available, it is good practice to pay 

the employee, but this is not a legal 

requirement.
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10. BCEA Sec 84?

Although there are different opinions whether, 

apart from normal leave, this Section is also 

applicable to Sick (see section 22) and Family 

Responsibility Leave (see section 27), we advise 

that Sec 84 applies to all 3 types of leave.
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11. Farm buy products in and sell only under its own brand. 

Sec 13 or not?

There is currently uncertainty about this. If a producer only pack or 

use own farm products he will be Sec 13 and if a packing facility like 

KROMCO  will be BCEA. The uncertainty comes in when a farm buy in 

product but then market it under its own brand.
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12. A woman goes to the clinic for 

contraceptives or medication: 

Sick leave or not?

Not sick leave. Either normal leave on unpaid.
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13. Are all foreigners covered under SA legislation? UIF?

Yes, even undocumented (illegal) foreigners are covered 

by Labour Legislation. 

Since 1 March 2018 all documented foreigners and their 

employers must contribute to the Fund.
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14. Stand-by hours: Paid or not?

Stand-by hours are not covered under labour 

legislation and therefore this is to be consulted 

with employees.
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15. May a person who receives an old age 

pension from the State work for reward?

Yes; but there is a means test. 

Currently assets that must not exceed R1 056 000 for a 

single person and R2 112 000 for a married couple.

The income for a single person must not exceed R6 150 

per month and R12 300 (married).

The amount of the grant will be determined on a sliding 

scale.
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16. May I compel a worker’s spouse or children to work on the farm?

No. It is also illegal to make this a requirement for the allocation of 

housing.
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17. A father, mother and their child stays in a house on a 

farm and all 3 work on the farm; how do I deduct for 

housing? 10% from one or 25%/3 of the minimum wage 

from each?

This is regarded as communal housing and therefore 25% 

of the minimum wage could be deducted from each 

employee. (25% divided by 3)

NB: No deduction may be made from a young person 

(below 18)
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18. You want to exchange a public holiday to another 

day. How do you go about doing this? Majority rule?

Yes 
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19. What is the maximum amount a person can earn 

(threshold) to be covered by ESTA?

R13 625
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20. May an employer deduct an admin fee for 

union subscription fees?

Yes, but you will have to consult with the Union and mutually agree on this.
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21. A female employee, head of the house, goes on maternity leave. 

What about the 10% deduction during this time?

She must still pay. (or the debt accrue)
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22. The head of house works less that the agreed 

weekly hours. Do you deduct the 10% for housing on 

the normal hours or hours worked?

Normal hours.
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23. A seasonal employee employed for 2 months 

sustain an injury on duty a week before the contract 

ends. Till when must the employer pay him/her the 

75%?

For the full 3 months if booked off for that long, 

even if contract has terminated.
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24. How do you distinguish between a Temporary Employment Service 

(Labour Broker) and an Independent Contractor?

- The Labour Relations Act and the Basic Conditions of Employment do not cover Independent 

Contractors and therefore “Brokers” often pretend to be Independent Contractors.

- There are 7 criteria that would form the basis for a rebuttable presumption as to whether an 

employment relationship exists. (If any one is present the employees’ employer is a TES and 

not an Independent Contractor)

1. The manner in which the person works is subject to the control or direction of the client; 

2. The person’s hours of work are subject to the control or direction of the client;

3. In the case of a person who works for an organisation, the person forms part of that 

organisation; 

4. The person has worked for the client for an average of at least 40 hours per month over the 

last three months; 

5. The person is economically dependent on the client for whom he or she renders services; 

6. The person is provided with tools of trade or work equipment by the client; or 

7. The person only works for or renders services to one client.
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25. Pay for overtime

For employees earning less than R205 433.30 per annum, overtime starts once the 

employee has completed the ordinary hours of work. If contracted for a 9-hour 

day, overtime starts after 9 hours and he/she should be compensated accordingly.

Any argument (or agreement) that employees should first fill or complete the first 

45 hours per week• (or 195 hours per month), before overtime will be paid, is 

invalid.

So, if an employee is contracted for a 9-hour day and he works 10 hours on the 

Monday and only 8 hours per day for the rest of the week, he/she must still be 

paid for the 1-hour overtime for the Monday.

It is also important to note that overtime may only be required or permitted if 

agreed to with the employee and must not exceed 12 hours per day (inclusive of 

overtime) and 15 hours per week.
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THE END


